RICOH
Creative
Collaboration
for Personal Meeting

C

ONCEPT

RICOH Creative Collaboration improves your team's
brainstorming process, as everyone can work on the same
workspace real-time from anywhere, with any device.
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▶ Collaborate
Maximize your team's collaboration
by exchanging ideas on a single
virtual canvas. Freely draw your ideas
or share documents with everyone to
boost creativity.
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◀ From Anywhere
Improve teamwork by accessing
the cloud whiteboard from office,
home, or any place in the world for
real-time collaboration.

▶ With Any Device
Join the cloud whiteboard with
any device by installing "RICOH
Board Connect" app. (Available
for Windows 10, Android and
iOS devices)

Organize documents, capture real-time discussion, and
instantly share the recap. The powerful canvas improves
remote team collaboration with its rich features.

C

ANVAS

Insert Multiple Files

Instant Recap

Various types of files including presentation, spreadsheet,

Recap allows users to select which pages and files to be saved to

PDF, video and web browser etc. can be inserted on the can-

your device or to the cloud. Clean up will delete data, cookies,

vas. Once the files are open, annotation is still available for

and will close all opened applications and any information used

users to draw around the file or web page as well.

during the session to leave the canvas ready for next meeting.

Canvas

Camera & Video
Partial Capture

REC

Full Screen Capture

Record Session
End Session

Object and Text Recognition

Capture & Record

Start drawing by hand and then use our self-recognition tools

Whether you want to capture a scene on a video, audio or an

(words, images and shapes) to turn your notes into digital

image on a web site, catch any moment and put it on the can-

contents. Choose from suggested cliparts when you draw

vas. It can even record the whole meeting including conversa-

an object by hand. Handwritten words will be converted to

tion which helps to keep track of discussion.

typed text to make your documents look more professional.
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